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New Nightstick® Long-Gun Kits Give Shooters Better Choices
Introduction of 3 light kits hit the affordable target

Bayco Products, Inc. announces three new Nightstick® LED flashlight offerings optimized and
accessorized for mounting onto the accessory rails of long-guns. Two of these lights are made from a
rugggedized glass-filled polymer housings and the third from aircraft-grade 6061-T6 aluminum, all
hardened to withstand recoil. They have 1” case diameters that are compatible with many existing light
mounts but these products include a Quad Lock 1” mount for Picatinny or Weaver rail systems and a
wrench for it. For use both on and off the gun each product includes both a remote pressure switch
(RPS) and a tail cap switch, each capable of momentary or constant-on operation, plus a removable
pocket clip on two of three models. All three Nightstick long-gun kits are rated IP-X7 waterproof.
Deep-parabolic polished reflectors contribute to a long-throw narrow beam spot while also creating a
surrounding halo so you don't just see the target, you also see what’s happening around it; this halo is
also very productive in close-quarters operations.
The 6.7”-long TAC-460XL-K01 with RPS Long Gun Light Kit (average retail $65) is serialized and boasts
an 800-lumen CREE® LED emitter for 10,765 candelas of brightness, a beam throw of 672 feet (224
yards) and a 1.5 hour runtime on 2 CR123 lithium batteries (included).
A green CREE LED emitter is the specialized highlight of the 6”-long TAC-302B-K01 Varmint Hunter
Green Light Kit with RPS (average retail $50); green LED light appears to be less noticed by animals and
is an asset when controlling animal threats to crops of livestock. Two CR123 lithium batteries (included)
power this light to 150 lumens for 8,072 candelas of brightness and a throw of 590 feet (196 yards) for 3.5
hours.
The black 5.5”-long TAC-300B-K01 with RPS Polymer Long Gun Light Kit (average retail $50) also
includes 2 CR123 lithium batteries on which it runs up to 3 hours delivering 180 lumens for 9,150
candelas of brightness and a range of 623 feet (207 yards).
“Our three new long-gun kits provide today’s sportsmen and women, hunters and tactical gun enthusiasts
alike with the highest quality lights in an all-inclusive kit at historically low prices” says Russell Hoppe,
marketing manager for Nightstick. “Shooting supply costs are universally on the rise, so offering a top
quality long-gun light kit affordable is not only our target, but center to our core values.”
To find a retailer near you, visit: http://www.baycoproducts.com/where-to-buy

ABOUT NIGHTSTICK®
Designed and manufactured by Bayco Products, Inc., Nightstick is a global brand of professional lighting
products, including flashlights, headlamps and Intrinsically Safe lighting solutions that continue to exceed
industry standards in performance, quality, user-safety, and value. Nightstick’s vast line-up of LED lighting
products deliver optimal performance with real-world applications in mind. With an unwavering
commitment to product quality and exceptional Customer Service, Nightstick is the professional’s only
TM
choice. Life Depends On Light .
ABOUT BAYCO PRODUCTS, INC.
For 30 years, Bayco Products’ vast array of portable and corded lighting products, have been the
preferred choice of professionals and discriminating consumers. In its 110,000 square foot facility, located
in the Dallas, TX area, Bayco’s dedicated engineering team continually seeks out innovative new product
solutions that provide exceptional day-to-day utility and help maximize user safety. The Nightstick and
Bayco brands are established and recognized world-wide as high-performance, high-quality, and highvalue lighting solutions across virtually every industry.
Find us on social media: Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Pinterest, and YouTube.
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